Creating Mutual Trust among Stakeholders

1. Listening what they need – Touching Their Heart
2. Making priority scales – Highlight the most ones
3. Convincing everyone – Set everyone understand
4. Attracting them to involve – Improve their awareness
5. Sharing the burden – Human needs each others
Sustainable Relationship Within Society

1. To Humanize People with Moral Integrity
2. To Refrain from Identity Supremacy
3. To Treat the Community as “WE” not “THEY”
4. To Perceive Community as Hub of Aspiration
5. To Derive Community to Care about Others

Community is a Big Family

1. Together We are Strong
2. Different is not Discrepancy
3. Aspiration of Majority is not Tyranny of Minority
4. Unity in Diversity
Implementing The CBR Through Community Partnership

- 1. Creating The Infrastructure Research
- 2. Building Relations
- 3. Accountability of The Project
- 4. Be a Social Servant